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National Geographic Readers Slither Snake
"Information about the stars in the sky for very young children"--
A snake is too greedy for his own good in this book and CD package illustrated by
children’s book legend Eric Carle and narrated by award-winning actor Stanley Tucci.
In this classic picture book from Richard Buckley and Eric Carle that includes a CD with
audio narration by Stanley Tucci, a greedy python eats every creature he comes across
in the jungle. From a tiny mouse to an enormous elephant, the eaten animals befriend
one another in the belly of the snake, where they team up and kick the inside of the
python until he spits them out. This humorous tale about manners, respect, and
friendship will delight readers—and listeners!
Simple, lively text and engaging photos portray a little puppy meeting new friends and
seeing new places.
Meet different kinds of snakes! Find out where they live and what they do. Through
engaging text features, such as the vocabulary tree and the wrap-up activity, kids will
be introduced to vocabulary in concept groups—helping them make connections
between words and expanding their understanding of the world. From the Trade
Paperback edition.
A bear cub and its family prepare to hibernate for the winter.
Introduces dinosaurs, including how scientists know they existed, what they ate, how
they cared for their young, and what the descendants of dinosaurs may look like today.
Young readers are invited along on an African safari where they can see elephants
spraying, lions playing, and hippos soaking.
Describes different types of ants and their behavior.
"Teachers will welcome [this treatment of]...a simple, clear biography of Rosa
Parks...The male narrator reads clearly and unemotionally, presenting the facts as
Adler reports them...A good addition to collections." - School Library Journal
Provides facts about wolves, including their habitat, packs, and feeding habits.
Young reptile fans will be fascinated with the explanation of how snakes find and kill
their prey. Poisonous snake enthusiasts will be delighted with two pages about
rattlesnakes in this simple and readable explanation of an inherently interesting subject.
They’re SSSSLITHERY! SLIPPERY! They creep us out! But get to know them and
you’ll find snakes private, quiet types who just want a cool, shady place to call home.
From the tip of their forked tongues, to skin that sheds, to the rattles on certain tails,
these creatures have secrets all kids will love. Cool photos and fun facts slip us inside
their surprising world.
National Geographic Primary Readers pair magnificent National Geographic
photographs with engaging text by skilled authors to help your child learn to read.
Developed by education experts, this series of books for beginner readers is spread
across four levels: Early Reader, Becoming Fluent, Becoming Independent and
Independent Reader. Come along on an adventure through the rain forest! Along the
way, you'll meet new friends big and small, see amazing sights, and learn all about the
creatures that make their home in the rain forest. Told in simple yet lively text, Swing,
Sloth! will enchant children who are just beginning their reading journey. Level 1: Early
Reader books contain simple sentences and are just right for kids who can decode with
ease and are beginning to read fluently. They are ideal for readers of Yellow and Blue
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book bands for guided reading. For another National Geographic Level 1 Reader, try
Play, Kitty! (9780008266516).
Presents an introduction to penguins, discussing their physical characteristics, mating
habits, migration behaviors, predators, and different species.
Young readers learn all about insects in this new Pre-reader from National Geographic
Kids. Through text features such as a vocabulary tree and wrap-up activity, kids will be
introduced to vocabulary in concept groups, helping them make connections between
words and expand their understanding of the world. Along with brilliant photos and a fun
approach to reading, National Geographic Readers are a winning formula with kids,
parents, and educators.
Leaping lizards—the Cat and Co. explore the world of reptiles! The Cat in the Hat travels
the globe—in his trusty crocodile car—to explore the world of reptiles: lizards, snakes,
turtles, and crocodilians. Along the way, young readers learn the characteristics shared
by most reptiles; basic information about each group; quirky, fun facts about individual
species; and much, much more. Cool creatures featured include komodo dragons,
chameleons, geckos, cobras, leatherback turtles, frilled lizards—a virtual Who’s Who of
the World’s Most Remarkable Reptiles. Young readers will slither in delight!
This high-interest, educationally vetted series of National Geographic Pre-Readers
uses visual representation, repetition and recognition to teach kids the most basic
building blocks of reading. Simultaneous.
With more developed vocabulary and language patterns and full-spread illustration-
enhanced photographs, transitional readers learn about the American alligator's swamp
habitat. Children who are using strategies to figure out unknown words build confidence
as they learn more advanced word patterns and uncover information on their own.
Aligned to Common Core standards and correlated to state standards. Magic Readers
is an imprint of Magic Wagon, a division of ABDO.
Follow a bear cub and its family as they prepare to hibernate for the winter. Through
engaging text features, such as the vocabulary tree and the wrap-up activity, kids will
be introduced to vocabulary in concept groups—helping them make connections
between words and expanding their understanding of the world.
Simple text and photographs describe the behavior of monkeys.
Are there dragons in the world? Where do they live? Look inside All About Asian
Komodo Dragons to find answers. You'll also discover beautiful, close-up photos of the
world’s largest lizard. Komodo Dragons is one of 18 books in our Animals Around the
World series. Be sure to check out all 18!
He’s quick. He’s silent. He has five rows of deadly teeth. Chomp! Meet the shark—the
fish who ruled the deep before dinosaurs roamed the Earth! This fish has soft cartilage
so he can glide, twist, and turn before his prey can say "gulp!" He can smell a single
drop of blood in 25 million drops of ocean. He can feel electricity given off by his prey.
He will lose and replace more than 10,000 teeth in his lifetime. Cool photos bring kids
into the shark’s world. Fun facts go deep into the shark’s scary science.
Bright photos and easy-to-read descriptions examine the various animals who live in
the warm waters around a coral reef.
"This quality read-along early reader will introduce children to much more than the
sloths of the rain forest, and will encourage them to continue exploring with other books
in the series."—School Library Journal
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S-shaped markings trail behind a rattlesnake scaling a tall desert dune. It is a
sidewinder making its characteristic climb! These snakes have developed a special way
of moving so only two small areas of their bodies touch the scalding hot sand at a time.
Readers will be slithering their way through the pages of this informative title about the
desert adaptations of sidewinders!
A new generation of children love Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood, inspired by the classic
series Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood! Daniel Tiger leaves the Neighborhood of Make
Believe and visits the real world to help introduce readers to the helpers in their
neighborhood in this 8x8 storybook! For the first time ever, Daniel Tiger ventures
beyond the Neighborhood of Make Believe to introduce kids to the helpers in their
neighborhood! These community members—like firefighters, crossing guards, doctors,
and teachers—are there to help in the neighborhood every day in so many different
ways. Illustrated using a combination of photographs of real world helpers and
illustrations of Daniel Tiger, this special storybook focuses on the teachings of Mr.
Rogers and strategies from Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood. It’s sure to be beloved by
parents, teachers, librarians, and children. © 2019 The Fred Rogers Company
National Geographic Primary Readers is a high-interest series of beginning reading
books that have been developed in consultation with education experts. The books pair
magnificent National Geographic photographs with lively text by skilled children's book
authors across four reading levels. Level 1: Early readerThese books contain simple
sentences and are just right for kids who can decode with ease and are beginning to
read fluently. They are ideal for readers of Yellow and Blue banded books. Meet
different kinds of snakes! Find out where they live and what they do. Told in simple yet
lively text, Slither, Snake! will enchant kids who are just beginning their reading journey.
From speedy slithering creatures and living dragons to snakes that fly and shed skin,
Everything You Need to Know About Snakes explores the fascinating world of reptiles.
Readers will discover how far a cobra can spit, a gallery of fangs, how to survive a
snake attack, the life cycle of a snake, and the Titanoboa-a 50-foot-long prehistoric
snake- while also learning about lizards, crocodiles, tortoises, and turtles. Includes
incredible images, fun games and quizzes, plus shocking facts on anatomy, diet, and
behavior, kids will want to dip into this e-guide time and again.
Slither, Snake!National Geographic Readers
Meet amazing penguins from all around the world! Young readers will learn about
penguins big and small in this new pre-reader from National Geographic Kids. Through
text features such as a vocabulary tree and wrap-up activity, kids will be introduced to
vocabulary in concept groups – helping them make connections between words and
expand their understanding of the world.
Everything You Need to Know About Frogs and Other Slippery Creatures is a
fascinating read - not only do you discover the basics of reptile and amphibian
anatomy, you also learn about the lives and times of a great number of creatures: see
how they survive in lakes and rivers, forests and deserts, and how they have adapted to
the most inhospitable habitats. Everything You Need to Know About Frogs and Other
Slippery Creatures provides ideas for things to make, games to play, quizzes, and
shocking facts to share with your friends. It's everything you need to know, and
everything you WANT to find out.
Presents an introduction to bats, discussing their physical characteristics, habitat,
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feeding habits, and predators.
Authentic, leveled content that helps students practice and develop their nonfiction
reading skills.
Meet different kinds of snakes! Find out where they live and what they do. Through
engaging text features, such as the vocabulary tree and the wrap-up activity, kids will
be introduced to vocabulary in concept groups—helping them make connections
between words and expanding their understanding of the world.
Get to know the weirdest, silliest, most unique critters in the animal kingdom, from the
axolotl to the star-nosed mole! This quirky early reader from National Geographic Kids
is full of awesome animals that march (and crawl, swim, and fly) to the beat of their own
drum.
This book introduces owls, presenting their food, their hunting habits, and their home.
Introduces some of the most dangerous animals on Earth, describing the
physical characteristics and behavior that makes them deadly, including such
creatures as saltwater crocodiles, poison dart frogs, box jellyfish, and scorpions.
Describes the life cycle of a butterfly.
This book introduces different kinds of snakes, where they live, and what they do.
Presents an introduction to frogs, discussing their physical characteristics, mating
habits, predators, and different species.
Simple text and photographs describe the plants, animals, and bodies of water
that a bunny can see in the forest.
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